Lacking recreation object of ocean about water creatures life in Surabaya, is the reason why Superquarium Surabaya which represent the public aquarium which has a different display with similar object which already exist chose as a final project.

The destination of Superquarium object is making a recreation facility about under water creatures which have edukatif – entertainment programs, these days needed by Surabaya’s people. Main object of Superquarium are students, middle high social also domestic and international tourist. Superquarium is an object which common for all ages, so children until mature people can visit this object.

The location of Superquarium premeditated under construction in Kenjeran Park East Surabaya. That because Surabaya Government in the act to improve east area Surabaya become recreation area on side of the beach and elite regency area. On 2005 RTRK Surabaya already premeditated because there is expansion recreation fasilitaty in Kenjeran Park area, including public aquarium. Ease of access also supported with East Surabaya’s freeway project, the distance between freeway gate with location around 1 – 2 km.

Superquarium location exactly at the end of east Kenjeran Park. Building have contras display massa with surrounding area and hopely can be use as an icon for the environmental surrounding.

Potencial of land already provided both sides of beach area intended for both side of beach recreation. On this area already provided few support facility for example futsal and badminton, water boom, convention hall, cafe area in both sides of beach and vihara.

Main trouble this area is lacking of management attention in point of maintenance and to improve all facility. Now facilitaty last of attention from the
management. On top of management area to not maximum man made light when night. Although already light pillar park nevertheless majority from light’s there is no to go on when night.

The theme came Superquarium planner is Intermediate, where with take intermediate as theme hopefully can made Superquarium work in compliance with mission object to bridge the gap between water living and human living.